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Executive summary
Introduction

The current consultation paper

The FRC has moved forward thinking on risk and internal control with the conceptual step of linking analysis of short-term

the insight the linkage of assessment of solvency and liquidity offers or to avoid falling in to elementary traps in thinking

analysis and management of risk.
However, such an approach has risks (appropriately enough). In
management – including consideration of solvency and liquid-

cal risks have largely stood apart from corporate considerations
ample anecdotal evidence that they are routinely ignored and
that the routines underlying extensive areas of corporate risk
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-

Control and the Going Concern Basis of Accounting has not
attempted this and, thus, has not succeeded at doing so.

-

tory regime.

management in the UK. The FRC appears to have given limited attention to how the network of directors, executives,
advisors, consultants and shareholders respond to their
guidance, how these responding groups and responses
tempting to encourage in each of these groups.
ently and rather narrowly. There is limited attention to the
role of understanding risk and uncertainty in strategy-setting or in terms of the relative risk-taking and risk-holding

-

which they hold an advantage which they wish to seek out
the FRC and predecessors on risk and internal control.

that there is an expectation that they should do so.
actions
should remain principally deliberative
clearer in its language and more realistic in its expectations
of the role of directors in risk processes and their potential
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Conclusion
The FRC consultative document uses critical terms inconsistently resulting in the potential for confusion. At the core

ised as intelligence.

-

materially different in character and focus from account-

In contrast, accounting information is typically interested
in point-estimates and precision. These approaches are
needs to acknowledge and consider the corporate implications of these differences for structure and formal settings,

ment and external reporting on risk. It needs to reframe
management of risk in the corporate setting and to promote
meaningful routines of consideration of risk and uncertainty
in strategy-setting as well as the competitive advantages of
. It needs to consider
only detract from performance. It needs to unpack risk in to its
constituents – risk, uncertainty, volatility, complexity, etc. – and
(and how) within its evaluation of its overall risk-taking and

In its discussion of risk culture, FRC has strayed outside its
areas of competence and has relied on sources of limited
circumspect in its consideration of risk and culture and

Recommendation
We recommend that FRC not issue the current consultation
its present form, it will simply add cost and disrupt vital routines
around analysis of risk for assessment of solvency and liquidity.

Directors and managers can
shape it or direct it or determine it ex ante, nor can they

risk.
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Introduction
By linking routines for assessment of solvency and liquidity

-

previous thinking.
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However, FRC guidance on risk remains unclear on multiple

suggests

performance or corporate performance. The same, or worse,
interest in its perceived utility are hardly persuasive. As Thomas

paper” or “the current consultation paper”), the source of the

or
natively,

-

has impeded the development of meaningful and effective
corporate-wide systems for management of risk. Important
-

ed from that process.

summary of discussions with companies, investors and advisers

seek to do.

-

in the last few years . . . This conforms to the emphasis in

-

risk decision-making.
mary of discussions with companies, investors and advisers
(“Boards and Risk”)

the Board as articulated in the new version of the Code.

Strategic Report (“Guidance on the Strategic Report”)

developing rapidly.

come from asking the wrong questions of the wrong people
and extrapolating the answers to cover all routines for management of risk is, overall, largely effective. However, that may have
-

2012 (“the Sharman Report”)
The US National Association of Corporate Directors Octoancing Risk And Reward”)

-

-

-

their competitiveness and economic performance.
-
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Assessment of the consultation paper
Problems of authority
-

-

In its discussion of the formation of its position, the FRC
indicates that it relies on its Boards and Risk paper. While that
paper provided an interesting encapsulation of the views of a
-

and liquidity and risk and, secondly, it elevates the considerastates, this will
incorporated a raft of assumptions that were inexplicit and,

reporting processes.” (p.1)
Sharman Report. The views expressed thereon in the Boards

of authority
of purpose
of uncertainty
of the role of company directors

prescription. FRC should exercise extreme care in dealing with
and should ensure its thinking remains independent of parties
it regulates.

of information
inherent in accounting data
of competence and unintended consequences of the
guidance

Problems of purpose
In the current consultation paper, FRC states its purpose nar-

ing.
“The primary focus of the current guidance . . . is the
ness of the internal control system.” (p.3)

-

ance since it was originally issued in 1999. While the scope, narited activities. The document, then and now, impacts corporate
perceptions of the purpose and function of risk management
systems and internal control systems as well as the relation
the corporate discussion on risk and internal control.
The failure to acknowledge this point or to deal with it explicitly
has impeded the development and sophistication, and thus the

Problems of uncertainty
sultation paper squanders the opportunity to reframe corporate risk systems more comprehensively and constructively. The
result is that the current consultation paper is no more likely
to lead to encourage improvements in corporate risk practice
and risk-taking than previous FRC guidance on risk and internal
control.
By limiting the purpose of its document, the FRC is surrender-

and compliance-driven systems of corporate assessment of
risk management (as opposed to corporate hedging practice,

-

-

confusion in the minds of readers of their documents.
However, the nature of confusion appears more profound than
porting to which the current guidance document relates, there
Historic and current uncertainties

and potential for errors or deception
-

its role in leadership of UK corporate practice in risk manage-

Uncertainties about the future
in relation to known events or assumptions including
phenomena (“known unknowns”) or and tacit assump-

reporting. In large measure, it has already taken many of the
steps required to do so in other documents. However, inconsome surviving misconceptions, appear to prevent FRC from

risk
different cause, manifests differently and requires, analytically,

-

historical and current uncertainties. To improve performance,
the future.
-

way that will lead to improved risk-taking.
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that compensates for the time value of money and the risk
assumed (beta
income (alpha

“categories of risk” it holds at any one time and its capacity
-

The only path to improving real economic performance is a
rate of return for the volatility of the stock relative to the market
(beta) or a higher average return on the market portfolio. These
risk-holding (either of which may include allocation functions).
Improved risk-taking requires improving the selection of risks

there are few sources of knowledge for company directors

risk types or correlations or the conditions under which historic

cannot earn income (including avoidance of opportunity cost)
take more risks in
areas where it faces a competitive advantage in risk-taking. To

risk-holding preferences and capital position require far greater

relative competencies in assuming or holding those risks.

-

uncertainty and risk. This is different from and more profound
than the presumption of the need for consideration of impact
of the principal risk and uncertainties, referred to repeatedly in
the Guidance on the Strategic Report paper. Unless and until

-

directors this deeper relationship, consideration of risk will con-

-

assessments of risk in to a framework of corporate valuation

“stress testing is a powerful tool to lean against the natural
equivocality – elucidated.

The current consultation paper makes repeated references to
‘risk appetite
“the extent and categories of risk which it regards as ac-

so.” (para 15)
We strongly endorse the presumption of the utility of stress

level of diligence is not excessive nor is it unrealistic. However,
preting such analyses. Few advisors are well positioned to assist. However, without active and forceful encouragement from
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The problem of the role of company directors
to mandate actions

deliberative

As stated, the sentence does not follow from the preceding
sentence – there is no reference to the monitoring and review
-

The language of proposed Code provision C.2.2 will have the
strategy and monitoring of performance against assumptions in

cipal risks facing the company, including those that would
threaten its solvency or liquidity.

-

performed
Similarly, the requirement that
and internal control and, at least annually, carry out a review
of their effectiveness, and report to shareholders that they
have done so,

trols initially, FRC reinforces the importance of these relative to
other areas of control attention. This focus is unhelpful.

The problem of information
Under section 5 of the Draft Guidance appears the following
31.The risk management and internal control system
encompasses the policies, culture, processes, systems and

operate appropriate systems of and routines for the anticipation and management of risk and for internal control and to
review or direct that reviews occur of their effectiveness. Again,
ing. This requires the maintenance of proper records
The monitoring and review should cover all material
controls.

-

lations, and also with internal policies with respect to the

unhelpful. Corporate systems and routines for consideration of
erations are necessary to support operations and compliance is

-

cant control failures, to identify emerging risks and to

continuing effectiveness.
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This passage creates, or, more accurately, perpetuates a series

Problems of competence and unintended
consequences of the guidance

er uncertainty of what such a system is or such systems are. FRC
the terms consistently throughout the document.

One of the recommendations of the Sharman Inquiry was for
the FRC to enhance its monitoring of and response to corposential. The FRC should consider more carefully the unintended
consequences of previous guidance on risk management and
internal control.

overriding controls” are the same point.
The terminology of paragraphs 31 & 32 encapsulates a misthe FRC, consideration of risks in decision-making is an orderly
presenting it to decision-makers for rationalistic processing to
ist model is appropriate in very limited circumstances, risk
management more usually involves incomplete information,

which was in accord with the COSO initiatives in the US (and
adopted language therefrom), focused management of risk
and internal audit. This association was reinforced following

-

-

treasury functions, reinforcing the association).
involved in consideration of strategy. Secondly, it is prospective

“. . . This requires the maintenance of proper records and
[and, at para. 32] . . . control activities [and] information and
communications processes . . .”

Sir David Walker in his 2009 review of corporate governance
range is pertinent as are the skewness or the kurtosis (peak/tail
-

of inference rather than direct reference. The information may

Accounting: a Proposal
reliance on spurious accuracy in accounting.

talk of intelligence rather than the information used in historic
accounting treatment.

ment of corporate risk management practice materially since
1999. FRC needs to recognise the network of advisory relationships its Guidance encourages and understand the implications
of those relationships.
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Despite this history, and the Sharman Inquiry exhortation to
paper is set to repeat the error. The paper makes several references to
get it wrong. Second, virtually no one has read the original

within the company.”

so important, how it is formed, and how it changes.”

include [inter alia] ensuring that an appropriate risk culture
(Guidance, para. 19)

consultation paper. Relying on the opinions and assumptions
unhelpful. Worse, FRC has not studied its own history. Without
the skills needed to assess culture, risk, audit and compliance

The paper states that
“the annual assessment should, in particular, consider [inter
alia] the culture of the company and the extent to which the
With the exception of limited reference at para. 24 of the
Guidance document and linking culture to incentives at para.
34 thereof, FRC provides no indication of how it expects these

not read the original research. They, too, do not know what
they do not know.

management risk and which are not. Nor can the advisors to
conducive to effective management of risk. That is not surpris-

-

and Clyde Kluckholn3
management,”

“Good corporate culture was widely seen as essential
to good risk management, and in this respect the Board

that question unresolved, the attention to culture, especially
in relation to analysis of corporate failure and failures (includ4

risk and control culture in the company.”

-

alia] setting and instilling the right culture throughout the

4. For a fuller discussion of this report and its analysis of culture, refer
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sirotu pointed out in a seminal article5
in 1984,

-

ment of risk or to improving the effectiveness of corporate conunintended consequences of relying on external advisors with

entertaining, catch-all construct explaining everything and
-

anthropology.”

professional. The much-referenced Institute for International
Finance document referring to risk culture referred only scantpaper7 on the topic was riddled with error and supposition and

In her seminal analysis of the Challenger

earlier academic research. These documents are not sound
sessed, least of all measured.

investigation of the Columbia
“In the Challenger
much more complicated and its effects on decision-making

for granted, so that we unquestioningly follow its dictates

8

-

refers to these

“To the extent that the insights of culture are used to create
and Orwellian and world of “corporate newspeak”, where
culture controls rather than expresses human character, the
metaphor may prove quite manipulative and totalitarian
and the implicit. The explicit culture consists in those
straight from the evidence of the ear or eye. The implicit
Here the anthropologist infers least common denominators
which seem, as it were, to underlie a multiplicity of cultural
contents. Only in the most sophisticated and self-conscious
carriers of the culture, and then only in part.”

often more to culture than meets the eye and our undercial than the reality itself. [However,] many management

nipulated in instrumental way.”

-

The Report of the IIF Steering Committee on Implementation, IIF,
-
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Appendix D
This Appendix to the Guidance document contains a relatively

9

to the range of issues discussed in the Guidance. What is not

culture at any one point in time.”

-

“The most fundamental issue at stake in the risk culture

tween risk-taking and control. It is clear that many organisa-

discussions of governance, risk and compliance and has done

pliance- or conformance-driven thinking predominating in an

-

unlikely to result in meaningful dialogue or an improvement in
and uncertainty and risk or the focus or performance of a
internally and externally, until disaster struck.
“For this reason, the prescriptions arising from our research
essentially point towards recovering the organisational

-

change the actual control-risk trade-off.”

Among the current question set there are some that are simply
misconceived and far too many that can result in perfunctory
answers.
the organisation. When it comes to risk culture, our report
suggests that it is not only the level of risk-taking that was
deviant in many organisations. It was also the lack of this
organisational self- knowledge and the authority to act
upon it.”
of a “desired risk culture,” or “an appropriate risk culture” or
ex
ante or measured ex post, the FRC should concentrate on the
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